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Low contrast between text and background and its effect with low vision is relatively well-understood. Many tools exist
for helping web designers check contrast limits. Most of these tools identify contrast problems but give limited advice
on how to rectify the problems. Moreover, website accessibility audits reveal that insufficient color contrast still is a
recurring issue in practice. A framework was therefore developed that automatically proposes color adjustments to
problematic text-background color pairs on web pages. These suggestions adhere to contrast requirements and are
aligned with the visual design profile. The framework allows the developers to visually inspect the suggestions and
amend color definitions in projects.
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1 Introduction
Human visual perception is based on detecting differences. Without differences no visual information can be
perceived. To visually perceive text there must be sufficient contrast between the text and its background. The level of
contrast needed depends on the size of visual elements as smaller elements require a higher level of contrast than
larger elements. Consequently, individuals with reduced visual acuity require the contrast level to be higher than
individuals with uncorrected vision.
The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG2.1) gives very concrete advice about the minimum contrast
levels that should be used for headings and body text on the web [28]. Many tools exist for checking the contrast levels
of text-background color pairs [1, 9]. Yet, recent accessibility audits of public websites reveal that insufficient contrast
is still a common problem [2]. Often developers must adhere to given graphical design profiles which may take
precedence over accessibility guidelines. Although websites may appear visually coherent, it is our observation that
many websites are ineffectively coded with inconsistent color definitions scattered in different locations throughout
the code increasing the chance that contrast issues pass unnoticed.
The goal of this work was to give developers an alternative view of color contrast within a website under
development. The tool identifies all instances of text with insufficient contrast and visually shows how these issues
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could be corrected with the smallest changes possible while preserving the graphical design profile. If opting for the
maximum contrast level possible (black and white) the color profile will be lost.

2 Related work
There has been much research into color and readability. Most notably color choices can affect access for individuals
with reduced perception to color [4, 15] and reduced visual acuity [7, 10]. Color can also affect access for individuals
with dyslexia [17], situational visual impairments [24, 25], the degree of fatigue during prolonged use [31], or the
perceived user experience [14].
Several contrast checking tools allow designers to manually check the luminance contrast of color pairs while tools
such as WAVE and Button Contrast Checker automatically check entire web pages [1, 9]. Simulators have also been
proposed as a means of drawing attention towards accessibility issues [9]. However, it has been argued that one
should not rely on simulators alone and that these may amplify disability stereotypes [26].
Color choice decisions may be taken while using design tools, and it has been argued that design tools should
promote accessibility [30]. Several studies have explored color picking interfaces [3, 4, 5, 6] and alternative color
picking tools have been proposed [11, 12]. The visual nature of visual tools allows contrast information to be
integrated into the color picking interface [16, 23] to increase designer and developers understanding of contrast
limitations [20, 21], for example in the RGB [18] and HSV [19] color spaces, or palettes that compensates for reduced
color vision [27]. Similar ideas have also been incorporated into mainstream tools such as DevTools bundled with the
Chrome browser. It has been found that contrast tools are effective in detecting contrast issues when the text
background is solid, but these tools have limitations if the text appears on top of images, or text appears within images
[1].
Methods for adjusting colors for reduced color vision have been proposed [29] where the full color space is
transformed to a reduced color space matching the type of color vision. The general rule-of-thumb for fixing contrast
issues in general is to increase the difference in brightness. This rule-of-thumb has been proposed to suggest contrast
adjustments using pixel-level analysis of visual material [22] and a web-tool for getting pixel-based color adjustments
was proposed [8]. The framework proposed herein makes suggestions based on the same principle but instead of pixel
level analysis, the framework modifies the DOM-structure of web pages directly. A totally different approach is to
communicate color information non-visually using haptics [13].

3 The Inverse Color Contrast Checker Framework
The Inverse Color Contrast Checker Framework comprises a JavaScript library that is attached to an existing web
project, typically by setting up a callback through the onload event of the body tag or by inserting a button on the
page that activates the framework (modern browsers do not allow cross site scripting). The developer therefore needs
to be able to edit the html source. The tool can also be used with third-party websites by downloading a local copy.
When the connected web page is loaded in the browser the tool is controlled by a series of keystrokes to cycle between
the original color settings, color settings with contrast levels adhering to WCAG2.1 Level AA and WCAG2.1 Level
AAA (see Figures 1, 2 and 3). Each color definition is handled individually. Visual (togglable) markers show the
corrected elements. There are also keystrokes to adjust the saturation level and brightness level of all text of the web
page simultaneously. Details about the suggested corrections are logged in the browser console window (see Figure 4).
These details can in turn be used to update the color definitions for a given project.
The framework traverses the Document Object Model (DOM) of the web page for all color definitions. The contrast
level of each color pair instance is checked and adjusted if it does not adhere to the current requirement. Adjustment
suggestions are determined by first numerically solving the luminance contrast inequation for a text brightness level
that gives sufficient contrast, failing that, the inequation is numerically solved for the text-color saturation level that
gives sufficient contrast. If there are no suitable brightness and saturation levels for the text, the brightness and
saturation level of the background are also altered in a similar manner until a suitable set of adjustments are found.
The inequalities are solved using linear search (each of brightness and saturation from 0 to 100% in steps of 1%). Note
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that the computed color of text and the inherited background color were used as the rendered color of an element may
be affected by other elements.

Figure 1. Original web page sample with identical text and background colors (no contrast).

Figure 2. Sample web page automatically corrected for WCAG Level AAA (optional) contrast
recommendations.

Figure 3. Sample web page automatically corrected for WCAG Level AA contrast recommendations.
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Figure 4. Color details in the browser console window.

4 Experiences
The framework was tested on the main page of four public websites (conference, education, newspaper, and
government agency). Local copies of the pages were downloaded using “save as” in Google Chrome and onload
callbacks to the framework were added to the body tags. The results were visually inspected. The results were checked
against WAVE.
The framework suggested Level AA and AAA contrast corrections on three of the four webpages. The Level AA
suggestions on two webpages were triggered by definitions with no visual implications (false positives). WAVE
confirmed the Level AA (recommended) contrast errors for one of the webpages. The visual markers were helpful in
drawing attention towards the more subtle changes that were otherwise hard to spot manually. The suggested changes
appeared to be consistent with the respective color profiles. The tests revealed a common practice for using the
!mportant CSS directive which made the rendered elements immune to the framework. The code in most of the
downloaded pages seemed overly verbose.
One challenge with some websites is that local page download in the browser is incomplete since the pages are
delivered by some content management systems and, in some cases, simple manual intervention was needed to
deactivate JavaScript that caused problems. Contrast issues in nested html-structures are reported multiple times (at
each level). Moreover, the framework does not consider the net effect of transparency and image backgrounds.

5 Conclusions
A framework for working with color contrast during web development was presented. Developers can visualize the
automatically suggested color corrections that satisfy WCAG2.1 contrast requirements and adhere to the original
design profile. The suggestions may help visualize opportunities for meeting Level AAA conformance. The framework
needs to be manually attached to webpages. However, this should not be a hindrance as developers usually have access
to, control over, and understanding of their own code. The framework is available at https://github.com/frodesandnes/INJECTOR and a live demo can be run at https://www.cs.oslomet.no/~frodes/INJECTOR/.
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